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AI isn’t over yet nor yet in the right place 
A very very brief history of AI so far 
and why I am worried

http://AGIDebate.com


Marvin Minsky, 1967

“Within a generation the problem of 
artificial intelligence will be substantially 
solved.”

In the beginning there was hubris

And that hubris was good, because it raised a ton of money.



and then there were GPUs, and GPUs were good.

By 2012, 35 years after Minsky’s famous prediction, the problem of 
artificial intelligence had not been substantially solved. 

But, not every promise was kept



According to legend, November 2012 was 
The Moment When Everything Changed*



*Not everybody was convinced

At that moment, the basic tension of the next decade was established.



By March 2022, nearly a decade later, there had been considerable progress, 
but some issues still remained



And then there was DALL-E 2, and much rejoicing

For many, AGI seemed imminent 
“Scale is all you need” became a slogan



By May 2022, ridiculing skepticism become a meme

May 7, 2022



And then … plot twist!



By the end of 2022, the narrative began to change 
1. Promises around driverless cars were scaled back

• Enthusiasm for imminent Driverless cars waned. Argo closed down, a 



2. People began to worry publicly about large language models



Risks, plural

May 16, Senate Testimony Last week



3. The skeptic’s critics changed their tune



but a better ladder 
doesn’t necessarily 

get you to the moon.”

Gary Marcus,  

The New Yorker,  
2012

“[deep learning is]

a better ladder… 
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If our ever-taller ladders won’t 
get us to the moon (i.e., AGI) 

what’s next?



Machines shouldn’t slavishly replicate human cognition,  
but there’s still a lot we might learn from human cognition 

We should look towards human cognition



1. Abstraction
Abstraction is a vital part of human cognition; current AI still struggles with it

• arithmetic; examples from 
sundstrom



2. Reasoning
Humans reason about the world; current systems have to hope for the best



3. Compositionality
Humans understand language in terms of 
wholes composed of parts; current AI 
approaches still struggle with this



4. Factuality
Humans actively maintain imperfect but 
reasonably reliable world models; large 
language models don’t and that has 
consequences

Large language models


• Can’t be updated incrementally;  typically need to be fully 
retrained to incorporate new knowledge


• Lack explicit tools for unambiguous knowledge representation


• Are unable to reference gold standard sources (e.g., 
Wikipedia) to constrain their responses


• Frequently hallucinate


• Frequently say things that are inconsistent with their own 
training sets

-Galactica



Where does all this leave us?

• Despite all that I have said, Large Language Models do have real and immediate applications 


• But they all must all be taken with caution


• Users of these systems must ask


• What is the cost of error and confabulation?


• Can errors be caught reliably? 


• Societies must ask, what are the consequences? What policies and regulation do we need?


• The AI community must ask: how can we develop a trustworthy approach to AI?



Policy



May 16, 2023



April 18, 2023July 2017



Earlier this week



May 16, 2023



Beware the nightmare: regulatory capture



Will the rubber actually meet the road?



Five suggestions about AI policy

• Each country should have its own agency


• We should have a International Agency for AI. [voluntary is a good start; 
maybe not enough in long run]


• We need something like an FDA preapproval process for widespread 
deployment


• Post-deployment auditing, with government backing


• Scientists must be involved 



Looking back at the 2020s
Two Possible Futures



The Positive Future

• 2023: Global AI agency was formed, and AI was thoughtfully regulated


• 2024: Responsible AI became a prestigious profession


• 2025: New companies and new tech emerged


• 2026: AI become more efficient, in terms of both data and energy


• 206-2029 AI begin to contribute massively to the world, addressing 
climate change, medicine, eldercare and many more



The Bleak Future
• 2023: Conflicts over which risks to address precluded anything from happening; “AI Safety” and “AI 

Ethics” people couldn’t agree on anything, either on terms of problems or solutions; Congress gave 
up in disgust


• 2023-: We got stuck on LLMs and never invented a better, more reliable, more efficient tech


• 2025-: A small number of companies quickly become far more powerful than states, running the 
world as they pleased, shutting out all competition with ill-conceived regulation of their own devising


• 2025-: Cybercrime syndicates and big companies began an epic battle, reminiscent of drug cartel 
wars


• 2027-: Increasingly powerful AIs system were constructed, and quickly become weaponized; large 
number of people were killed in deadly conflicts, both deliberate and accidental


• 2029-: Employment crashed, widespread unrest. Multiple civil wars. Anarchy.



The choices we make now 

• Will shape the next century


• If we don’t have scientists and ethicists at the table, our prospects are not 
great 


• We cannot afford not to regulate AI; we cannot afford regulatory capture


• We have to get this one right 


• We don’t have a whole lot of time to waste 


